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Abstract 
 

As healthcare systems throughout the globe face an influx of new information exchange due from a variety of different 
network transferences, the caution that arises from utilizing such technologies can distinguish which healthcare 
systems are equipped to handle potential cybersecurity attacks and breaches in comparison to those who are not. This 
study seeks to review research that is currently available pertaining to the impact of Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) 
upon different healthcare systems and the networks in which they exchange patient health information (PHI) and 
electronic health records (EHR) pertaining to their hospital and clinical experiences. The growing concern for patient 
information assurance is brought forth and substantiated as more and more healthcare providers switch to digital 
platforms for storing patient information and their staff exchange information for efficient healthcare practices. Whilst 
different researchers approach IDS from different perspectives in regard to healthcare, the outcome suggests neural 
network approaches such as autoencoding and fuzzy logic can help dispel potential breaches and network security 
threats from intercepting PHI as it is shared.  
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1. Introduction 

 
With the global expansion of technology across various settings, groups, individuals and apparatuses the integration 
of technology has deeply been embedded within society. Technology has become so well encompassed within our 
world that we depend upon it under the most dire and unforeseen circumstances. Its diverse input has allowed society 
to excel in manners that were once unheard of. Nevertheless, with such progress and benefit brought forth by 
technology, there are stipulations and subsequent consequences that also develop as a result. Such threats include and 
are not limited to cybersecurity threats such as malware, phishing and distributed denial of service attacks (DDOS) 
(Richterich, 2018). Over the past decade alone, the rise of cybersecurity threats has been observed on numerous 
occasions (Ghadamyari & Samet, 2020). 
Such occurrences have been observed on large and small scales impacting groups of people who will either carry the 
outcomes of such threats and or breaches with them for decades or may hardly notice its impact upon their livelihood 
(Mookherjee, 2011). Often times the underlying cause of cybersecurity threats are brought forth when key components 
of a network are under attack. Such components include Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) which provide a 
framework of review of a network’s unsolicited or malicious activity (Skrobanek, 2011).  The most integral aspect 
and role of intrusion detection systems include monitoring and surveillance of a network’s processes through a 
management system (Daniels & Bhatia, 2020). Its presence can be anticipated in any wireless technology which 
communicates with similar structured systems (Ghadamyari & Samet, 2020). In fast-paced environments such as 
healthcare, the integration of technology has followed the steady demand of increased access to care throughout 
society (Graetz, 2014).  
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With the digitalization of many key societal establishments such as education and e-learning or finances and electronic 
banking and digital transactions the call for healthcare settings such as clinics and hospitals to digitize their health 
records has gained growing momentum in recent decades (Gupta & Srinivasagopalan, 2020). As the consumer 
experience has become heavily vitalized and synonymous with quality healthcare and treatment, efficiency has been 
a key factor in determining how satisfied patients are with the resources given to them by their healthcare provider. 
The digitization of health records does not solely benefit the patient. Its presence can also further streamline their 
healthcare provider’s job, regardless of their position of the exact role they play within an overall team (Mookherjee, 
2011). This is key to note as the streamlining of one position within a healthcare atmosphere can allow a relay of 
information which can expedite the patient treatment process. With this notion, the establishment of Electronic Health 
Records (EHR) has become revolutionary in the daily practices of many healthcare professionals throughout the world 
Ghadamyari & Samet, 2020).  
With the usage and implementation of tools such as electronic health records, healthcare practitioners within the 
United States have had to abide by protocols which allow them to ensure that the tools they utilize to collect and 
transfer EHR is done in accordance to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (Bace & Mell, 
2001).  This is especially pertinent to the transfer of EHR which is conducted by various healthcare professionals on 
an individual patient’s overall healthcare provider team (Gadamyari & Samet, 2020). The specific exchange of 
healthcare information regarding a patient’s history, data and treatment presented as EHR is done through health 
information exchange (HIE) (Graetz, 2014). With such exchange, providers must be able to assure that their patient’s 
information and identity is secure by HIPAA guidelines therefore they use Healthcare Information Systems (HCIS) 
such as EPIC or Cerner which are widely known to support and streamline such information in a secure and compliant 
manner (Schneider, 2014). 
With such protocols in place, especially in regard to such highly personal, secure and private information of many 
individuals it is important to assure that quality HCIS provide strong networks and IDS to support the overall exchange 
of healthcare data. While EHRs are becoming increasingly mandated and utilized throughout the world, a patient’s 
healthcare experience becomes smaller and therefore more readily accessible to them and their different healthcare 
providers (Klein, 2012). This packaging of information can be both beneficial but also pose risk to their personal 
security as the same conveniences brought forth by such innovative efforts can also be in jeopardy if accessed by the 
wrong party (Pietro & Mancini, 2011). Therefore, it is key to understand the extent to which IDS can provide network 
security to healthcare providers and allow their services and exchange of valuable patient information to be conducted 
in a secure manner.  
With the processes of healthcare becoming increasingly streamlined throughout American society, healthcare 
professionals are now tasked with becoming equipped with the skills needed to properly and efficiently utilize these 
digital resources to the best of their abilities and to the benefit of their patient’s care. While the efficiency of healthcare 
providers is streamlined given such digital solutions, patient care and their personal healthcare information is also in 
jeopardy as unforeseen threats may be provide consequential outcomes impacting both healthcare providers and 
patients on a circumstantial level (Richterich, 2018). This is observable in situations which feature data breaches in 
healthcare systems.  
As healthcare systems range in terms of size and variety, the level to which a breach of information. Such breaches 
can depend upon the size and capacity of the healthcare systems and the different formats of EHR which they utilize 
(Schneider, 2014). Larger healthcare conglomerates which are more prominent in larger areas of the United States 
may feature healthcare systems which feature cloud-based apparatuses that provides a cloud-based network that allows 
different providers to share information regarding patient updates, patient history and their on-going profiles with 
other members of their healthcare team (Richterich, 2018). Whereas in contrast, smaller healthcare conglomerates 
such as clinics and consulting offices may utilize similar EHR systems, which provide dated features to contain PHI 
and limited features for healthcare provider access. Going between these different systems in order to communicate 
patient data may result in consequential outcomes such as patient information data loss and data breaches.  
With such discrepancies amongst healthcare providers, and systems to which they utilize and process patient 
information it is imperative that the networks they utilize and provide a secure mainframe for safe transactions 
containing vital patient information (Kim et al, 2018). Thus, healthcare providers must take on an additional task of 
ensuring that intrusion detection systems are faceted and equipped with providing that additional security in ensuring 
that patient information is kept private and secured within these digital transactions between different healthcare 
providers. With the argument for healthcare intrusion detection systems benefitting HIPAA security (Barney, 2015). 
Lack of the increasingly outdated act may benefit from incorporating further details pertaining to IDS within its 
bylines. Therefore, with this notion, this review seeks to observe the impact on how the presence of IDS provides 
additional and necessary security measures towards securing patient healthcare information.  
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2. Related work  
 

Researchers sought to observe the impact of IDS upon mobile healthcare information systems as a protection 
mechanism against digital attacks upon exchange of data. Seven different IDS were observed and compared against 
one another in terms of their ability to protect patient health information (PHI) and healthcare data from outside 
intruders attempting to reach the system. A novel approach is proposed by the authors to utilize a recurrent neural 
network (RNN). Through a third-party dataset, researchers concluded that their novel approach increased detection 
rates and subsequently decreased false alarm rates through methods of neural networking (Al-Dhafian et al, 2017). 
In a similar study, researchers observed the challenges of how healthcare data found within commonly used 
applications can be compromised due to breaches and lack of patient information upkeep. They utilize a system titled 
the Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) which allowed them to utilize remote techniques of monitoring patient 
health information (PHI) through their electronic health records (EHR). To ensure that PHI is being maintained in a 
secure manner. This was done through a research review technique comparing different articles which observed 
similar approaches in topic (Al-Janabi et al, 2016). 
Another article described how the inevitability of intrusion detection can at least be minimized in the occurrence of 
computer-based attacks. The author mentions that two different intrusion detection methods such as those which are 
anomaly-based and namely-misuse approaches towards a CIIDS can create an alerting algorithm which can inform 
users of such oncoming attacks. The article goes on to compare and contrast different articles observed the difference 
between the two. The outcomes of this review suggested that varying techniques such as fuzzy-logic, soft-computing 
and other approaches can be utilized to reduce the amount of false-alarms observed in IDS while bringing forth the 
necessary attention needed in actual detection needs (Elshoush & Osman, 2010)  
A different study observed the impact of online sequence extreme learning machines (OS-ELM) are IDS in regard to 
interfering and understanding cybersecurity attacks upon advanced metering infrastructures (AMI) in what is 
considered to be “Smart Grid” technologies. OS-ELM approaches were conducted through a simulation apparatus 
which suggested that comparative algorithms found that the IDS method in observing such attacks were more 
beneficial in comparison to similar, yet different, approaches on AMI. The outcomes suggested that OS-ELM had the 
most accuracy in comparison to other learning algorithms upon the presence of IDS. It had 97% accuracy, whereas its 
closest competing learning algorithm (RBF) had an accuracy of 96% (Li & Jing, 2017).  
In an article observing the impact of IDS upon different neural network systems which employ fuzzy logic-based 
technologies. Researchers sought to distinguish the impact of IDS which utilized genetic fuzzy logic practices on 
pairwise learning. The study, found that the benefits of using neural networking in IDS to better understand such 
practices brings forth better identification of which aspects of information transfer should heed warning, given the 
type of information that is being brought forth, versus everyday patient information that is being transferred within 
the healthcare facilities (Elhag et al, 2014). 
Hady et al, 2020 reviews the impact of IDS upon healthcare systems in regard to medical and network data through a 
comparison approach. The article mentions general issues in regard to healthcare privacy and security concerns within 
different medical settings including the compromise of patient health information (PHI) and other forms of identifiable 
information on their behalf. The authors built an EHMS monitoring system established within patient’s beds which 
would monitor network flow metrics throughout their stay. The data was then automatically submitted to a network 
server for additional review which would act as a third-party reviewer to determine any potential cybersecurity attacks 
on patient information going out. Overall, the outcome of this study suggested a notable increase in interfering in 
cybersecurity attacks ranging from 7-25% on a case-by-case basis. Thus, suggesting a beneficial impact due to the 
presence of third party, EHMS security systems.  
According to (Chen et al, 2016), the authors of this study describe how the impact of society’s ongoing increased 
dependencies upon portable technology can benefit them from an information security standpoint. Therefore, the 
authors observed the impact of cloud-based medical data exchanges using wearable devices by medical device users 
and patients. The cloud-based data is analyzed through two models of approach. The first model was one which 
transmitted cloud-based data through trustable devices while the other allowed patients with the same prognosis and 
diagnosis to share and or communicate about their experiences through a different cloud-based platform. The authors 
took information from these two different models to distinguish them into three aspects based on categories pertaining 
to the different types of information they can be considered to be. This allows them to develop a newfound approach 
towards the issue by establishing a different technique of IDS which allows them to combine different cloudlet 
apparatuses and exchange information within them to provide a preemptive approach towards breaches.  
Another study observes the impact of connected healthcare systems (CHS) on patient health information (PHI) 
exchange amongst different healthcare providers across medical technology platforms. This study primarily focuses 
upon the technology utilized to monitor patient’s physical condition development. The cybersecurity related threats 
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that were focused upon in this study’s observations included threats both from within the system as well as external 
threats coming in through data exchanges as well as malware. The outcome of this study denotes the different types 
of potential security threats which can be aided through the presence of newfound IDS methods which the authors 
propose as a “Stacked autoencoder” approach towards protecting PHI. The authors claim that moving forward, IDS 
should become more efficient if they reduce the workload of the IDS and utilize methods which best utilize their 
resources as they did with their stacked approach (He et al, 2019).  
Researchers also observe the differences amongst different approaches towards IDS. Some of which featured differing 
methods of anomaly-based intrusion detection systems in comparison to those IDS without anomaly-based techniques. 
Additionally, they sought to observe other deficits in utilizing IDS mechanisms. Amongst the challenges the authors 
observed, included those which included limitations in machine learning as well as the algorithm utilized by many 
systems which featured principle component analysis. The authors found that compared to IDS mechanisms which 
featured a neural network technique, those which featured machine learning techniques for overcoming issues in IDS 
were more versatile in comparison to those which observed machine-learning techniques (Vinchurkar & Reshamwala, 
2012). 
Researchers observed the impact of specific algorithms in different domains. Amongst the domains observed in this 
study, researchers noted the difference in impact between big data, uncertain data, time series data and high 
dimensional data. Therefore, based on this, the authors proposed two competing algorithms. One of which was a 
distance-based outlier algorithm in contrast to a cluster-based outlier algorithm. The outcome of this study suggested 
that cluster-based algorithms provided more accurate results in navigating a variety of healthcare domains in 
comparison to the distance-based approach (Christy et al, 2015).   It was further noted that connected healthcare 
systems which featured remote monitorization to observe incoming threats such as malware and data temperament. 
Amongst the variety of different vulnerabilities observed within the connected healthcare system (CHS), researchers 
found in their experimental evaluation that through offline analysis, a stacked autoencoder approach would allow for 
more efficient intrusion detection (Daojing et al, 2019). 
 
3. Usage of Datasets 
 
While different authors mentioned throughout this review have consulted different data sets in accordance to the focus’ 
of their research and studies, this review has sought to understand how those articles utilized them from a perspective 
of IDS within healthcare settings. Of the numerous datasets conferred and reviewed throughout this process, Hady et 
al, focuses on the overall topic of this study at a depth in which we would like to further expand upon. Therefore, the 
study’s dataset was conferred in further detail to better understand the impact of different and contrasting healthcare 
systems which transfer patient health information (PHI) and electronic health record (EHR) exchange throughout 
medical facility networks.  
Amongst the various different articles and publications reviewed throughout this study, it is important and relevant to 
note that different authors with similar and differing approaches towards healthcare IDS utilized datasets which best 
fit their methods. Some authors utilized datasets which depended upon patient biometric data and network metrics to 
identify patterns and deficits in IDS (Hady et al, 2020). Whereas other authors utilized and or referred to larger datasets 
which followed techniques common to practices observed in datamining procedures. This was beneficial to reflect 
upon techniques necessary for networks and servers which catered to larger hospital and healthcare information 
exchange dynamics. Furthermore, for anomaly detection methods, KDD99 IDS datasets, which are derived from 
DARPA 98 datasets, were also commonly observed amongst different research techniques in regard to identifying 
relevant features amongst different systems (Kushwaha et al, 2017). Figure 1 describes the different techniques 
observed by authors who sought to identify anomaly detection based on information exchange traffic patterns which 
were then compared to different datasets such as NSL-KDD which is considered to be a follow up on its preceding 
model, KD99 (Daojing et al, 2019).  
Despite finding common factors amongst the methodology, design techniques and overall dataset usage amongst 
different authors and researchers, others were adamant on noting that such similarities in anomaly identification 
standards were due to a small number of outliers in the different datasets they observed. Thus, suggesting consistencies 
in their overall observations (Christy et al, 2015). For future approaches, it was also noted that researchers wanted to 
shift their methodologies and take on proactive approaches which would feature an elimination of training datasets to 
allow unfiltered focus upon the initial and primary datasets observed in the study to train and better understand the 
algorithm in motion. It was further implored that such changes would allow researchers to minimize the size in “hops” 
of information exchange throughout the network (Thamilarasu et al, 2020).  
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Figure 1. Displays a venn-diagram comparison illustrating the reviewed articles which observed and utilized a 
KDD99 dataset versus those which found or noted the impact of neural networking techniques in healthcare IDS. 

 
4. Conclusion 
 
Overall, as healthcare systems and settings continue to expand and evolve beyond the context of small, highly 
specialized clinical settings and larger, in-patient healthcare conglomerates, the networks in which they utilize for 
information exchange and the maintenance of EHR must follow suit. As the components of EHR expands with on-
going factors such as each patient’s healthcare experience, age and treatment outcomes, the exchange and relay of 
their PHI becomes increasingly extravagant to maintain, let alone assure in terms of privacy and security. Therefore, 
it is important that healthcare providers, especially those which partake in patient information exchange on a frequent 
if not continuous basis take into consideration the variety of security threats that may affect them and those they care 
for. Such measures may be considered a preemptive and proactive approach towards potential liabilities and against 
incoming risks from both internal and external threats.  
Ultimately, the outcome of this research review suggests that novel approaches towards regulating and reviewing 
information exchange that is transferred throughout healthcare system networks are better regulated and ensured 
through newfound approaches within intrusion detection systems (Chen et al, 2016). Amongst such novel approaches, 
included those which prominently featured neural networking approaches in their methodology and techniques. 
Amongst the variety of different networks that utilize IDS, multiple articles noted that neural networking techniques 
such as fuzzy logic (Elshoush & Osman, 2011). In addition to this, other approaches such as stacked autoencoder was 
also commonly observed amongst different authors in suggesting alternative models of methodology. This neural 
network approach features multiple layers of autoencoders which are dispersed in an infrequent format. Each of these 
layers is connected to one another through producing a “stacked” formation and relaying information accordingly.  In 
contrast to this, the fuzzy logic methodology of neural networking features a Boolean approach which allows 
numerous different variables to be condensed as they are processed through a single or similar component (Singh et 
al, 2013).  
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